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Ruffle Scarf yarn 

This was inspired by an idea from the Brother Knitting Machines Yahoo group forum, but has been 

considerably adapted, including making the machine knitting much more simple – my lazy way of 

thinking! 

Machine Knit yarn - although the row count is high, the low stitch count makes it easy, and I took 

about 30 minutes to knit 3000 rows [I also got quite hot, so it must be a good workout!] 

Hand Knit scarf - this took longer to knit, but quite possible in one 

sitting! 

Materials: 

Fine yarn – cotton lurex mixture was used, but fine acrylic would 

also do 

40g of mine made a 36 inch scarf 

 

Yarn 
Cast on 15 sts. 

Knit 2 rows on T10. 

Transfer stitches from needles 13 and 14 to adjacent needles. Put these needles out of work. After a 

few rows hang a claw weight on your knitting and move up every 50 rows or so. 

Knit 3000 rows for a 3 foot scarf [or add 1000 rows for each extra foot of finished scarf]. 

Cast off.  Leave the tails of yarn for finishing the scarf. 

Scarf 
Knit along the edge with the out of work needles, using the holes thus created as stitches.  With 

8mm needles pick up 6 ‘stitches’ from this edge, at about 1 inch intervals. Turn 

Using the same edge of the yarn knit the second row and subsequent rows in garter stitch, by 

putting a new ‘stitch’ on the needle and pulling the old ‘stitch’ over it [i.e. using the edge of the yarn  

only as yarn], until you run out of yarn. 

Cast off by sewing the remaining stitches with the tail of your machine knitting. 

Your finished scarf will measure about 36 inches.  You could make a longer one [see above]!  


